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➢ In the analysis of D mesons production vs charged particle multiplicity, D-meson yield 
increases with multiplicity-> faster than the linear at higher multiplicities.  
➢ Comaprison with models gives a hint of the contribution of MultiPartonic Interactions 
(MPIs). (JHEP 1509 (2015) 148) 

Motivation

We will be interested in finding, 
Where does this increase in D meson as functon of 
multiplicity come from? 
High Q2 processes (jetty-like events) or lower Q2 
processes (large number of MPI = ISOTROPIC events). 

➢Event shape analysis isolates hard and soft  
event[*].  

➢ Study of heavy flavor meson as a function of 
event shape var iab les and mul t ip l ic i ty  
simultaneously  will be interesting.

* Nuclear Physics A 941 (2015) 78–86 

Width of distribution of MPI prevents 
use of multiplicity alone to study the 
effect of MPI on the D meson yield.
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Event Shape Variables

Spherocity(So): 
Transverse Spherocity is an event shape variable defined as

Andrea Ban et al., "Phenomenology of the event shapes at hadron colliders", arXiv:
1001.4082

➢ The limit of this variable is between 0 and 1. 
✓ So =0 corresponds to pencil like events 
✓ So =1 corresponds to isotropic events. 
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The above ratio is minimized using the transverse unit vector  



Sphericity(ST) : 
Transverse Sphericity  variable is defined by :

where λ1 and λ2 are the eigen values of the transverse momentum matrix. 
( λ2 <λ1) 

➢ The restriction along the transverse direction is to avoid the boost along 
the beam direction.

➢ The limit of this variable is between 0 and 1. 
✓ ST =0 corresponds to pencil like events 
✓ ST =1 corresponds to isotropic events. 

* http://arxiv.org/abs/1404.2372 

Event Shape Variables
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Why Event Shape Variables

✓ A depletion of the low S0 part 
in the high multiplicity events 
c o m p a r e d w i t h t h e l o w 
multiplicities observed.  

✓ For isotropic events a greater 
a v e r a g e n u m b e r o f M P I s 
obtained than for jetty-like 
events.  

✓ Dividing a given multiplicity 
bin into So bins, the width of  
correlation distribution can be 
reduced.

Figure shows the So and Nmpi distributions for √s = 7 
TeV pp collisions producing low (upper ) and high 
(bottom) mid-rapidity charged hadron multiplicity.
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D+ reconstruction through invariant mass calculation

Mass (D+) = 1.869 ± 0.20 (GeV/c2) 
   Branching Ratio = 9.22 ± 0.21%

lD+ mesons signal extraction is based on the Invariant mass analysis of fully reconstructed 
decay topologies displaced from primary vertex 
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Data Sample
Data: 2010 (7 TeV pp collisions) 
Reconstruction Pass: Pass4 (AOD) 

No. of Events: 349 M 

No. of events in So bins: 

Cuts Used: 
✓Hybrid track cuts for So calculation. 
                    
✓Only events which have no. of tracks passing these 
cuts >2 are selected. 
✓ pT<10 GeV, |η|<0.8 

✓For D+ meson reconstruction, standard pp 
cuts(2010) are used.  

0.0-0.2:    34.95 M 
0.2-0.4:    62.26 M  
0.4-0.6:    71.56 M 
0.6-0.8:    49.6   M  
0.8-1.0:      7.35 M
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Eta and Phi distributions of tracklets

Phi distribution of tracklets smooth after applying hybrid cuts.

Φ in rad.Φ in rad.

η η
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D+ Yield in pT bins (0.0<So<0.2)

Fit Functions: 
Exponential for Backgroung 
Gaussian for Signal+Background
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D+ Yield in pT  bins (0.2<So<0.4)
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D+ Yield in pT  bins (0.4<So<0.6)
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D+ Yield in pT bins  (0.6<So<0.8)
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D+ yield in pT bins  (0.8<So<1.0)
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Signal/Event vs So 

✓ In left plot, for a given multiplicity bin, yield in each So bin is self  normalized 
(divided by first bin content) .  

✓ Most contribution to D+ comes  from  low pT isotropic events. 
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D+ mass peak width vs So 

 Width of the Invariant Mass Distribution vs. So is fluctuating
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D+ yield in multiplicity bins  (0.0<So<0.2)
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D+ yield in multiplicity bins  (0.2<So<0.4)
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D+ yield in multiplicity bins  (0.4<So<0.6)
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D+ yield in multiplicity bins  (0.6<So<0.8)
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D+ yield in multiplicity bins  (0.8<So<1.0)
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Signal/Event vs So 

✓ In left plot, for a given multiplicity bin, yield in each So bin is self  normalized 
(divided by first bin content) . 
  
✓ Most contribution to D+ comes from high multiplicity isotropic events. 
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Summary & OutLook

✓Analysed the pass4 (2010) pp data for D+ meson reconstruction. 

✓Good Signal/Background and Significance of the Invariant mass plots. 

✓ D+ meson yield calculated as a function pT and multiplicity in various So bins. 

  Next to do: 
✓Check the D+ yield in So(ST), pT and the multiplicity bins simultaneously. 

✓Optimize the bins for further analysis. 

✓To do the corrections to D+  yield. 
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Thank You
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Back Up



✓For isotropic events (S0 > 0.8), the average no. of jets is below 1 and jet production is 
largest for jettylike events (S0 < 0.2) (left figure) 

✓ Small fraction of jet shows flat trend close to 10 GeV for isotropic events (minimum 
jet pT was set to 10 GeV/c). For jetty-like events, the average pT is above 30 GeV/c 
(right figure) 

✓Expect to observe the same trend for charged hadrons instead of jets.

Why event shapes?
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Measurement of D mesons as a function of charged particle multiplicity 
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Cuts filter bits 
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D+ mass peak D+ peak width

Pass2-Pass4 comparison
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Signal/Event Background/Event

Signal/Background Significance
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